INTRODUCTION
============

With the completion of the sequencing of the human genome, much attention has been centered on the study of human genome variability. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most common source of human genetic variation, and are undoubtedly a valuable resource for investigating the genetic basis of diseases. SNPs, together with DNA copy number variations (CNVs), have become one of the most actively researched areas of genomics in recent years ([@B1],[@B2]).

In this article, we focus on the smaller of these two types of variation, SNPs. Single nucleotide polymorphisms are highly abundant, stable and distributed throughout the genome. This type of variation is associated with diversity in the population, individuality, and although the majority of these variations probably result in neutral phenotypic outcomes, certain polymorphisms can predispose individuals to disease, or influence its severity, progression or individual response to medicine. Viewed at the molecular level, these functional SNPs can affect the human phenotype by interfering on both levels of the protein synthesis machinery: non-coding SNPs may disrupt transcription factor binding sites, splice sites and other functional sites on the transcriptional level, whereas coding SNPs can cause an amino acid change and alter the functional or structural properties of the translated protein. Annotating the way a polymorphism affects an individual\'s phenotype should therefore focus on both levels: describing the effects on the gene\'s and the protein\'s properties. To this end, we merged two databases that each focus on one of these levels: PupaSuite ([@B3]) and SNPeffect ([@B4],[@B5]).

PupaSuite is a web tool for selecting SNPs with potential phenotypic effect and was originally based on the combined functionality of the PupaSNP ([@B6]) and PupasView ([@B7]) web tools. Since its release in 2006, PupaSuite was extended with new tools for predicting silencers and enhancers, new conservation measures and predictions on mouse and rat genomes. SNPeffect focuses on the functional annotation of non-synonymous coding SNPs in human proteomes, but now also includes predictions on known disease mutations from the UniProt Knowledge Base.

ADDITIONS TO SNP ANNOTATION
===========================

SNPeffect 3.0 novelties
-----------------------

SNPeffect focuses on the molecular phenotypes of variants, and includes details on structural, functional and cellular effects on the amino acid change of a non-synonymous coding SNP. Destabilizing variations which affect the aggregation behavior of a protein can be potentially disease causing and therefore are of particular interest to researchers. By investigating polymorphisms on a large scale and providing their phenotypic effects together with the ability to filter out specific functional or structural changes, researchers are able to select potentially interesting polymorphisms for further analysis.

### Waltz and Tango, two aggregation predictors based on physical properties

The Waltz algorithm combines sequence, physical properties and structural parameters to identify motifs that can nucleate amyloid fiber formation in proteins (Maurer-Stroh *et al*., submitted for publication). Special emphasis is made to minimize overprediction of amorphous beta aggregation compared to the highly regular cross-beta structure of amyloid fibrils. Creation of new amyloidogenic motifs through nsSNPs is implicated in amyloid deposit diseases. The statistical mechanics algorithm Tango, on the other hand, predicts protein regions that are prone to form amorphous beta aggregates. Included in Tango2 is an improved prediction of mutation effects on aggregation, transmembrane region stability and signal peptide disruption. Both Waltz amylogenic regions and Tango aggregating regions are available as annotations via ProteinDAS servers at the DAS registry at the European Bioinformatics Institute.

### Hsp70 chaperone family-binding predictor

A DnaK-binding site predictor was built using a dual method combining sequence and structural information. Experimental DnaK-binding data of 53 non-redundant peptide sequences allowed us to generate a sequence-based position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) based on logarithm of the odds scores. Following an *in silico* alanine scan of the substrate peptide in the crystal structure of a DnaK-substrate complex \[1dkx, ([@B8])\] using the FoldX force field ([@B9]), we generated a structure-based PSSM that reflects the individual contribution of certain substrate residue types for DnaK binding. Upon adding the structure-based PSSM with a normalization factor of 0.2 to the sequence-based PSSM, we obtained a DnaK motif predictor that was able to correctly predict 89% of the true positives in the tested peptide set (high sensitivity), with a concurrent amount of only 5.9% false positives for a specific score threshold (high specificity). To assess the robustness of the predictor, we carried out a cross-validation by leaving out each sequence from the learning set together with its close homologs and calculating the rate of repredicting them. This resulted in a prediction accuracy of 72% true positives and 5.9% false positives. The predictor was able to identify an entire known DnaK-binding site in the heat-shock promoter σ^32^([@B10]).

### UniProt disease mutations

The new data source included in SNPeffect, the human dataset available in the UniProt knowledge base ([@B11]) version 52.0 (March 2007), enables us to show results on a set of known disease mutations ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Functional and structural annotations of known disease mutations are of particular interest as they can help direct experimental setup for the elucidation of the molecular mechanism of disease. Table 1.Statistics on putative deleterious SNPs and the affected phenotypic property as annotated by the SNPeffect and PupaSuite databases, and SNPeffect annotation results for known human disease mutations from the Uniprot Knowledge Base release 52.0PropertyNumber of SNPs analysedNumber of SNPs affected% SNPs affectedNumber of Disease mutations analyzedNumber of Disease mutations affected% Disease mutations affected**PupaSuite***Ensembl regulatory SNPs*Exonic splicing - Silencers275 18924 3298.8------Exonic splicing - Enhancers275 189111 81440.6------TFBS-TRANSFAC604 772110 48818.3------TFBS-JASPAR604 77261 07010.1------Splice sites4 043 13017160------Splice sites (GeneID)4 965 07313 6970.3------Triplex4 757 372457 6319.6------miRNAs112 33021 02918.7------Selective pressure at codon level (ω)72 22022 13830.7------**Total PupaSuite4 965 073749 60315.1**------**SNPeffect**------*Ensembl non-synonymous coding SNPsSwissProt variation index (Disease)*Tango132 7488300.614 9356874.6Waltz133 50562914.714 9358815.9DnaK binding133 50511 6588.714 93513228.9FoldX8321541[^a^](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}6.5Phobius133 50537 3252814 9356684.5Protein turnover133 5055820.414 93560Farnesylation133 50513014 9351821.2Myristoylation133 50514014 935750.5GPI-anchoring133 50524014 9352191.5PTS1 peroxisomal targeting133 50563014 9357324.9TypeI geranylgeranylation133 5054014 9351190.8TypeII geranylgeranylation133 5050014 935130.1Psort133 55421821.614 9352321.6CSA literature72 2250014 93500.3CSA extended72 22513014 935440NetAcet 1.072 22518014 93510NetNES 1.172 2252700.414 935380.3NetNGlyc 1.072 22522014 935250.2NetOGlyc 3.172 2251140.214 93560NetPhos 2.072 22518222.514 9352932ProP 1.072 22554897.614 9352561.7SignalP 3.072 2257901.114 9351901.3TMHMM 2.072 225540.114 935950.6**Total SNPeffect133 50531 41523.514 935366024.5All phenotypic properties combined5 098 578784 10715.414 935366024.5**[^2][^3]

### Additional protein level annotations

Several protein functional annotations were added via the DAS registry at the EBI. A detailed list of annotations provided through a ProteinDAS service is listed in Supplementary Table 2. Additional sequence and structure based tools and databases used to describe variations and proteins in the SNPeffect dataset are listed in Supplementary Table 3.

PupaSuite enhancements
----------------------

While much attention has been focused on the effects of variation on the amino acid sequence, variations that disrupt gene regulation, expression or splicing can dramatically impact gene function. PupaSuite focuses mainly on the possible effect of these regulatory variations. In this new version of PupaSuite, the database has been updated to analyze the complete set of SNPs cataloged in version 44 of Ensembl ([@B12]), which includes dbSNP ([@B13]) 126 genotype data and Sanger-caller Celera SNPs. Together with the prediction methods already included, some novel features have been added in this release.

### Exonic splicing silencers (ESS)

ESSs are *cis*-regulatory elements located in coding regions that inhibit the use of adjacent splice sites, often contributing to alternative splicing. Wang *et al*. ([@B14]) described a list of 103 hexamers (the FAS-hex-3 set) identified as ESS candidates by genetic selection; we scanned the exon sequences of all the human genes to identify putative ESSs from Wang\'s set. SNPs located at these motifs are cataloged as potential SNPs that could disturb the silencer activity. To make prediction more reliable, the tool allows the search to be done in conserved regions.

### Transcription factor binding sites

A complementary approach for TFBS identification has been included, which uses the position weight matrices (PWM) deposited in JASPAR ([@B15]). JASPAR is an open-access database of annotated, high-quality, matrix-based transcription factor binding site profiles for multicellular eukaryotes. It contains models derived from 111 profiles that were exclusively derived from published collections of experimentally defined TFBSs for multicellular eukaryotes. We use the matrices corresponding to vertebrates to search for TFBSs in the 5 kb upstream region of all the human genes. To this end, we use MatScan (<http://genome.imim.es>), a program to search binding sites in genomic sequences. Since MatScan does not allow a cutoff to minimize false positives, we also use the Meta program (<http://genome.imim.es>) to filter the results by searching the coincidences of TFBSs in orthologous genes in mouse.

### Prediction of new splice sites

Gene ID ([@B16]) is a program to predict genes in genomic sequences, where splice sites, and start and stop codons are predicted and scored along the sequence using PWMs. We use this program to scan the whole genome to find new splice sites and to map SNPs that could have a putative effect in the disruption of these important sites.

### MicroRNAs (miRNAs)

miRNAs act as repressors of protein-coding genes by binding to target sites in the 3′ UTR of mRNAs. In this release, we scan the genome to find SNPs located at miRNAs. Besides, we use miRanda ([@B14]), an algorithm for the detection of potential microRNA target sites in genomic sequences, to localize all the SNPs situated in the region 3′ UTR of these targets sites. Both SNPs at miRNAs and SNPs in their target sequences could have an effect in the normal function of these regulatory elements. This effect is measured by the difference of scores among the alleles of the SNPs.

### Mouse and rat genomes

Finally, this new release of PupaSuite incorporates the analysis of genetic variations for mouse and rat genomes. Because most of the methods include PWMs for vertebrates, most of the predictions can be extrapolated and the search of regulatory elements can be done in these genomes. Predictions for exonic splicing enhancers and silencers are not extrapolated since the proteins used for building the PWMs correspond exclusively to human proteins. With the inclusion of this information, the tool can aid to better understand the functional diversity in different genomes.

### PupaSuite web service

In addition to the updated web page interface, a set of public web services, implemented in Java, have also been developed. These web services constitute a complete and exhaustive API to access all the functional data showed in the web page

An example of how to use the PupaSuite web services is included in the Supplementary Data.

Availability of the databases
-----------------------------

The merge of the SNPeffect and PupaSuite databases includes accessibility of the combined data through both portals (at: <http://snpeffect.vib.be> and <http://pupasuite.bioinfo.cipf.es/>). PupaSuite data are accessible through the SNPeffect interface and vice versa ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Both databases are freely available for academic users. Help pages on both servers provide detailed information on usage of the interfaces. SNPeffect and PupaSuite will be updated with each even version release of Ensembl, which corresponds to a four-monthly update. Figure 1.Viewing PupaSuite annotation results in SNPeffect and vice versa.

DISCUSSION
==========

Nowadays, more than 11 million SNPs have been described in databases like dbSNP. Among them, thousands of SNPs can have a direct impact on disease. Recently, different bioinformatics tools have been developed which try to find these putative disruptive polymorphisms. These tools use different information based on sequence, structure, conservation or functional properties to distinguish disease-causing mutations from those that are thought to have a neutral effect. Because of its importance on biomedical research, it would be beneficial to generate bioinformatics tools to extract and merge interesting data coming from these heterogeneous sources, and collect these results in a single database. SNPeffect and PupaSuite are two of the most complete bioinformatics tools for the analysis of SNPs. Both tools integrate different methods for the analysis of SNPs, focusing on different levels of the protein synthesis machinery: (i) SNPeffect focuses on SNPs in gene-coding regions that can lead to changes in the biological properties of the encoded protein, (ii) PupaSuite focuses on SNPs in non-coding gene regulatory regions which may affect gene expression levels and mRNA stability. In this article, we present a joint effort for the integration of both tools, which has lead to the creation of a comprehensive database of putative functional polymorphisms. This way 749 603 regulatory human SNPs and 31 415 non-synonymous coding human SNPs were annotated as putative disruptive polymorphisms, and the same procedure resulted in the suggestion of a molecular mechanism of disease for 3660 known human disease mutations.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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